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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

Commercial Market
G3 Engineering & Surveying has been working diligently to
grow our commercial development activities for the past
several years. Our staff has worked hard to meet the needs
of our clients, provide value engineering, and meet permitting
and construction schedules. We strive to ensure each client
receives the service they deserve and their projects receive
our attention to detail. We have been fortunate to be part of
great teams and varied projects throughout the Southeast
region. Some of those projects include:
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"We strive to do the best job we can for each of our
commercial clients. We work hand-in-hand with them and
other involved parties to make sure their project has our full
attention and is economically viable. We prepare conceptual
plans to determine how best to utilize the site with their
typical or unique layouts and submit to local agencies for
preliminary review before beginning design. We are fortunate
to have clients who entrust us with multiple projects and
enlisting new clients we hope will continue using us for their
future needs." - Adam Dew, Senior Project Manager &
Commercial Market Segment Leader 
 

J & K Home
Furnishings
-Myrtle Beach, SC

This home
furnishing store was
designed with
heightened visibility
which attracts
customers to its
spacious showroom.
Situated between
Oak Forest Lane
and U.S. Highway

Shoppes at
Magnolia Row
-Myrtle Beach, SC

Located at the
corner of North
Kings Highway and

44th Avenue North
in the City of Myrtle
Beach, The Shoppes
at Magnolia Row is
a specialty shopping
and dining
experience with
Charleston style

Teal Towne
-Conway, SC

The 15,657 SF
multi-unit
commercial building
near Conway, SC.
Located at the
corner of S. C.
Highway 544 and
Jackson Bluff Road,
it is home to a new
McAllister’s
restaurant location.
G3’s stormwater

project experience
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17 Bypass, this
6,100 SF retail
building has room
for additional
growth. G3 worked
for developer T.
Cooper James and
Associates, and
architect Felix Ayers
and Associates
designed the bright,
visibly open
building.

read more >>

atmosphere. G3
Engineering &
Surveying worked
in conjunction with
architectural firm
LS3P and
contractors Chancel
HRT to bring the
36,000 SF upscale
commercial project
to completion. G3’s
design was mindful
of the environment
by saving mature
trees and utilizing
low impact
underground
stormwater control
and detention.

read more >>

design utilized low
impact underground
stormwater control
and detention. Teal
Towne is well
situated near
Coastal Carolina
University and
student housing.
This location
provides new
shopping and eating
options for students
and faculty.

read more >>

How to Help Employees
Refuel for Another Stretch of

Uncertainty
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Adrenaline got you through the first six months of the pandemic, compassion will
get you through the next six months. 

 

FIND OUT WHAT YOUR PEOPLE REALLY NEED. 
- What's a sustainable groove for one staffer is not the same for another. Finding out
where each of your employees is on that spectrum is crucial to addressing burnout
before it's too late. 

REINFORCE THE VALUE OF TAKING TIME AWAY. 
- Stress to your staff the importance of not just taking some days off but taking a
substantial break at some point. If people don't disconnect from work to get a change
in perspective, it makes them dull. They will not be as focused or efficient in their
thinking. 

ACKNOWLEDGE THE PEOPLE WHO ARE PICKING UP THE SLACK. 
- Encouraging long vacations may be unrealistic if your team is already struggling
with so many employees dividing their time between family and work during the
day. There is always somebody who has to pick up the slack. Take the time to call
attention to the impact this has on everyone. Acknowledge those employees who are
stepping up to the plate. 

LISTEN TO AND VALIDATE THEIR STRUGGLES 
- Overcommunicating still applies right now. The goal should be to invite your team to
honestly tell you what they're feeling - without fear of being perceived like they're
whining or dumping on you. Listen and validate problems, rather than try to solve
them. Provide the opportunity without malice or judgement.

inc.com

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT 

Julie Norton-Dew
G3 Engineering & Surveying congratulates Julie Norton-Dew on her 5-
year anniversary! Julie joined the G3 team in 2014 with 20 years’
experience in the management field. This recognition honors the
passion and dedication that Julie embodies, and G3 is grateful for her
leadership, knowledge, and commitment. 

Julie recently received the wonderful news that she is now cancer
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free, her pathology report came back perfect! She will undergo
radiation treatment for the next six weeks with the finish line just
after. In January of this year, Julie was diagnosed with stage 2b,
grade 3, triple negative, invasive ductal carcinoma breast cancer. She
has had a rough go of it to say the least.  Hospital visits, treatments,
the days after treatments, difficulties and unknowns have been her life
for the past nine months. Through it all, Julie has stayed strong. Her
support team has been amazing - her husband, our very own Adam
Dew, leading the way.

"Julie’s life and entire year changed in January when she received the
diagnosis from the oncologist at MUSC. It hit her like the proverbial
ton of bricks, but it never knocked her down. She picked herself up,
focused on treatment, and started down the path to beating cancer.
Her strength and determination through the bad days astounded me
and proved that heroes like her will always defeat evil. She is almost
through the woods and on the road to recovery. The twinkle and life
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have returned to her beautiful eyes." - Adam 
 
The G3 team congratulates Julie on her 5-year anniversary with the
company! An extra special round of applause for her
unwavering strength while going through treatment. Julie Norton-Dew
is a fighter - determined & dedicated!

G3 would also like to recognize the Harris family. Brenda, wife to our
survey project manager, Todd Harris, is currently undergoing breast

cancer treatment. 
To join us in dedicating a donation in honor of Julie & Brenda or in

memory of someone special, please click the below link.

make a donation
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